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A collection of Pizer's late career essays on various writers and subjects related to American naturalism

Donald Pizer has been the premier scholar in the field of American literary naturalism for the past half century or more. This compilation of his essays on the topic belongs on the shelf of every research library and every Americanist who specializes in late-nineteenth and early-twentieth century literature.” — Gary Scharnhorst, Distinguished Professor Emeritus of English, University of New Mexico

American Literary Naturalism: Late Essays is the latest of Donald Pizer's gatherings of his uncollected essays. This fine collection of essays—elegant, lucidly written, compelling in insight—reminds us of why Donald Pizer is the preeminent scholar of American literary naturalism. —Keith Newlin, University of North Carolina Wilmington

The book collects Pizer's late career essays on various writers and subjects related to American naturalism.
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Pizer is one of the leading critics and historians of the significant late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century literary movement known as American naturalism.